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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	

area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet,	the	Project	Data	sheet,	and	the	representative	photo	will	be	sent	to	the	Committee	in	advance	as	the	Project Overview.

Project	Name

Address	 City/State/ZIP

1.	Give	a	brief	overview	of	the	project.

	

2.	Why	does	the	project	merit	the	Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ?	(You	may	wish	to	consider	such	factors	as:	effect	on	the	urban	environment;	
innovative	or	unique	approaches	to	any	aspect	of	project	development;	new	and	creative	approaches	to	urban	issues;	design	quality.)

PROJECT	AT-A-GLANCE
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PROJECT	DESCRIPTION
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	
area	provided	on	the	original	form.

1.		Describe	the	underlying	values	and	goals	of	the	project.	What,	if	any,	signifcant	trade-offs	were	required	to	implement	the	project?

2.		Briefly	describe	the	project’s	urban	context.	How	has	the	project	impacted	the	local	community?	Who	does	the	project	serve?	
						How	many	people	are	served	by	the	project?

daniel
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Approximately 500 words.

daniel
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3.	Describe	the	key	elements	of	the	development	process,	including	community	participation	where	appropriate.

5.		Is	the	project	unique	and/or	does	it	address	significant	urban	issues?	Is	the	model	adaptable	to	other	urban	settings?

PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	(CONT’D)

4.	Describe	the	financing	of	the	project.	Please	include	all	funding	sources	and	square	foot	costs	where	applicable.
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COMMUNITY	REPRESENTATIVE	PERSPECTIVE
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	
the	area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	someone	who	was	involved,	or	represents	an	organization	that	was	involved,	in	helping	the	project	respond	to	neighborhood	
issues.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

Fax		(											)	 E-mail

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these	rights	and	permissions.

Signature Date

1.	How	did	you,	or	the	organization	you	represent,	become	involved	in	this	project?	What	role	did	you	play?	

2.	 From	the	community’s	point	of	view,	what	were	the	major	issues	concerning	this	project?

mailto: ?subject=Rudy Bruner Award perspective sheet request form&body=download the Rudy Bruner Award electronic perspective form here http://www.brunerfoundation.org/rba/pdfs/2015/ps1.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/feature-details/acrobatpro/pdfs/signing-a-document-electronically.pdf
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3.	Has	this	project	made	the	community	a	better	place	to	live	or	work?	If	so,	how?

4.	Would	you	change	anything	about	this	project	or	the	development	process	you	went	through?

COMMUNITY	REPRESENTATIVE	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	
the	area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	staff	representative(s)	of	public	agency(ies)	who	were	directly	involved	in	the	financing,	design	review,	or	public	approvals	that	
affected	this	project.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

Fax			(											)	 E-mail

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these	rights	and	permissions.

Signature	 Date

1.	What	role	did	your	agency	play	in	the	development	of	this	project?	Describe	any	requirements	made	of	this	project	by	your	agency		 	 	 			
	 (e.g.,	zoning,	public	participation,	public	benefits,	impact	statements).

	

2. 	How	was	this	project	intended	to	benefit	your	city?	What	trade-offs	and	compromises	were	required	to	implement	the	project?	
	 How	did	your	agency	participate	in	making	them?

PUBLIC	AGENCY	PERSPECTIVE

mailto: ?subject=Rudy Bruner Award perspective sheet request form&body=download the Rudy Bruner Award electronic perspective form here http://www.brunerfoundation.org/rba/pdfs/2015/ps2.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/feature-details/acrobatpro/pdfs/signing-a-document-electronically.pdf
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3.	Describe	the	project’s	impact	on	your	city.	Please	be	as	specific	as	possible.

4.	Did	this	project	result	in	new	models	of	public/private	partnerships?	Are	there	aspects	of	this	project	that	would	be	instructive	to	agencies	like	yours
	 in	other	cities?

		

5.	What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	most	and	least	successful	aspects	of	this	project?

PUBLIC	AGENCY	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)
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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the		question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	
the	area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	the	person	who	took	primary	responsibility	for	project	financing	or	is	a	representative	of	the	group	which	did.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(											)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

Fax			(											)	 E-mail

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	
whatsoever,	the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	
and	to	grant	these	rights	and	permissions.

Signature 																																																																																																				 Date

1.	What	role	did	you	or	your	company	play	in	the	development	of	this	project?	Describe	the	scope	of	involvement.

2.	What	trade-offs	or	compromises	were	required	during	the	development	of	the	project?

DEVELOPER	PERSPECTIVE

mailto: ?subject=Rudy Bruner Award perspective sheet request form&body=download the Rudy Bruner Award electronic perspective form here http://www.brunerfoundation.org/rba/pdfs/2015/ps3.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/feature-details/acrobatpro/pdfs/signing-a-document-electronically.pdf
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3.	How	was	the	project	financed?	What,	if	any,	innovative	means	of	financing	were	used?	

4.	What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	most	and	least	successful	aspects	of	the	project?	 	

DEVELOPER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)		
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ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the		question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	

the	area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet	is	to	be	filled	out	by	a	design	professional	who	worked	as	a	consultant	on	the	project,	providing	design,	planning,	or	other	services.	Copies	may	be	

given	to	other	design	professionals	if	desired.

Name	 Title

Organization	 Telephone			(										)

Address	 City/State/ZIP

Fax			(										)	 E-mail

The	undersigned	grants	the	Bruner	Foundation	permission	to	use,	reproduce,	or	make	available	for	reproduction	or	use	by	others,	for	any	purpose	whatsoever,	
the	materials	submitted.	The	applicant	warrants	that	the	applicant	has	full	power	and	authority	to	submit	the	application	and	all	attached	materials	and	to	grant	
these	rights	and	permissions.

Signature	 Date

1.	Describe	the	design	concept	of	this	project,	including	urban	design	considerations,	choice	of	materials,	scale,	etc.

2.	 Describe	the	most	important	social	and	programmatic	functions	of	the	design.

mailto: ?subject=Rudy Bruner Award perspective sheet request form&body=download the Rudy Bruner Award electronic perspective form here http://www.brunerfoundation.org/rba/pdfs/2015/ps5.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/feature-details/acrobatpro/pdfs/signing-a-document-electronically.pdf
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3.	Describe	the	major	challenges	of	designing	this	project	and	any	design	trade-offs	or	compromises	required	to	complete	the	project.

4.	 	Describe	the	ways	in	which	the	design	relates	to	its	urban	context.

ARCHITECT	OR	DESIGNER	PERSPECTIVE	(CONT’D)

daniel
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Approximately 400 words.
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Uptown District 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Case Western Reserve University 

I. Transportation improvements 

Before: Cedar Avenue bus/train stop with aging, unsightly structures, poor 

accessibility and no shelter from wind or cold. (Source: The Plain Dealer) 

 

 

 

 



Architects’ rendering of new stop: 

 

 

After: Landscaping, natural light, protection from the elements and greater 

accessibility for the physically challenged make this transit stop welcoming. 

 

 

 

 



II. New home for the Museum of Contemporary Art- 

Cleveland (MOCA) 

Before: This office building with vacant retail on the ground level served 

as the gateway to the campuses of Case Western Reserve and the 

Cleveland Institute of Art and the neighborhood of Little Italy.   

 

             After: The new, stunning home for MOCA 

 



                                                                                      (Source: The Plain Dealer) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

III. Public green space 

The space adjacent to MOCA became a public green space known as Toby’s Plaza, 

named for longtime Cleveland modern arts patron and university alumna Toby 

Devan Lewis. (Artist’s rendering) 

 



Toby’s Plaza was the setting for a free summer concert series featuring live 

performances from local bands and visits from food trucks. (Source: MOCA) 

 

 

 

http://www.mocacleveland.org/sites/default/files/styles/lightbox/public/images/slideshows/the_beat_webtile.jpg


Workers, students, residents and visitors were drawn to Uptown for fun summer 

events.  

 

 



IV. Apartments/mixed-use retail 

Goals are to foster community and vibrancy in an area formerly fronted by vacant 

lots and outmoded structures. Mixed-use includes market-rate apartments, 

student housing, a grocer, bookstore and restaurants. 

Architects’ rendering 

 

 



 

Before:  

 

After: 

 

 



 

View from the apartments, Phase II 

 

 

 

Source: Natoma Architects 

http://www.architecturenewsplus.com/cdn/images/o/n/v/u/nvuhxjh.jpg


 

 

 

(Source: The Cleveland Foundation) 



 

One-hundred and thirty freshmen from the Cleveland Institute of Art live in 

student housing at Uptown (Photo: The Plain Dealer)  

 



 

 



 

Market-rate apartments feature energy-saving features and innovative space-

saving design, such as pocket doors. Units are are 100 percent leased. 

                                                                                                                                          (Source: The Plain Dealer) 

 



 

Uptown generates tremendous foot traffic year-round. (Source: Case Western 

Reserve) 

 



 

 

Corner Alley, a bowling alley, celebrated a public grand opening in Uptown on 

December 3, 2014. (Source: The Plain Dealer) 

http://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/index.ssf/2014/11/corner_alley_set_to_open_in_cl.html#incart_related_stories
http://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/index.ssf/2014/11/corner_alley_set_to_open_in_cl.html#incart_related_stories
http://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/index.ssf/2014/11/corner_alley_set_to_open_in_cl.html#incart_related_stories
http://www.cleveland.com/entertainment/index.ssf/2014/11/corner_alley_set_to_open_in_cl.html#incart_related_stories


V. Affordable housing.  (Commodore Apartments) 

 (Source: Cleveland Memory Project)

 (Source: UCI) 

Built in 1924 as the Commodore Hotel, University Circle Inc. (UCI) oversaw 

renovations to create Commodore Place, a 12-story apartment building with 198 

apartment units and street-level retail located at Ford Drive and Euclid Avenue. 

The community includes federally-subsidized efficiencies and one- and two-

bedroom apartments.  
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	At-a-Glance Name: Uptown District
	At-a-Glance Address: 11471 Euclid Ave 
	At-a-Glance Question 1:      Located in University Circle, three miles south of downtown Cleveland, the partners of Uptown reimagined a major thoroughfare as a thriving district encompassing the city’s modern art museum, nationally known art institute, restaurants, retail, student housing, market-rate apartments, outdoor gathering spaces and public transit.      Replacing underutilized, poorly designed buildings and surface lots, the $150 million Uptown District is rooted in stunning architectural design, including Uptown’s retail and residential structures and the striking new home of the Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland. The New York Times praised the district, declaring “Cleveland Turns Uptown into New Downtown.” (11/29/2011)  Catalyzed by Case Western Reserve University (CWRU), which began purchasing lots and buildings over several years with an eye toward placemaking, Uptown’s shops and apartments opened in 2012 and now include the CWRU bookstore, student apartments for the Cleveland Institute of Art and the area’s only grocery store – eliminating its distinction as a “food desert.”  In August 2014, the district welcomed an $18.5 million new rapid-transit stop that replaced a poorly lit, concrete station with a beautiful, glass-walled structure with a renovated train platform and better access for pedestrians and people with disabilities. Now embarking on Uptown Phase II, CWRU is again collaborating with developer MRN Ltd., the City of Cleveland, the Cleveland Foundation, the Cleveland Institute of Art, the Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art and University Circle Inc., a local community development corporation.      Such collaboration is critical. Overall, nearly 2.5 million people visit University Circle each year, including 1.4 million tourists drawn to the nearby Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland Museum of Natural History and Severance Hall, home to the Cleveland Orchestra. Yet the area’s beauty masks inherent poverty. More than 33,000 people live in University Circle and its contiguous neighborhoods: Buckeye-Shaker, Fairfax, Glenville, Hough, Little Italy and a portion of East Cleveland. These neighborhoods are among Cleveland’s poorest, with median household income below $25,000 and unemployment topping 15 percent -- more than double the rate for all of Cuyahoga County. While Phase I required MRN to secure 25 levels of public and private financing given the newness of the project and the collapse of commercial lending in 2008-2009, Phase II has just a handful of funding sources. Local apartment occupancy, including – market rate, below market rate and federally subsidized housing – is at its highest level in more than a decade.      Uptown has prompted a renaissance in University Circle. The Cleveland Institute of Art is more than halfway through a multi-million-dollar expansion and renovation. CWRU is constructing or planning facilities that will add more than 970,000 square feet of academic, residential and public space to its campus, where student applications have risen more than 150 percent since 2007.“A concentration of artistic and intellectual riches doesn’t necessarily equal urbanity,” wrote Laura Raskin in Architectural Record (“Street Smart: How to Create a City Within a City,” October, 2012). Uptown stakeholders “have been leveraging investments in and around the neighborhood to create a vibrant, connected center, with architecture and urban planning as the glue.” 
	At-a-Glance City/State/Zip: Cleveland, Ohio 44106
	At-a-Glance Question 2: The Uptown District is worthy of recognition due to several factors: • Whole district approach. University Circle has long drawn museum- and orchestra-goers. Yet visitors viewed it as a single destination, and pedestrians were rare after 5 p.m. Uptown partners aimed for a mixed-use, mixed-income district to engage visitors, workers, students and residents. They offered varying commercial price points, ensuring a mix of local and national retailers and eateries. A major public transit train stop was redesigned to foster accessibility. Uptown housing offers a range of prices, from federally subsidized rents at the recently renovated Commodore Place apartments to the market rates in the Uptown buildings. Toby’s Plaza, an outdoor community space, has hosted free summer concerts, public art installations, student celebrations, and even a community marshmallow roast in the fall. • Unprecedented partnerships.  Individual institutions tried unsuccessfully to develop the district since the late 1960s. Instead, Uptown successfully grew from an innovative public-private partnership that brought together a top private research university (CWRU), a private developer (MRN), a community development corporation (University Circle Inc.), city leaders (including local council members and The City of Cleveland), an art institute (Cleveland Institute of Art), a major museum (Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland) and the nation’s first community foundation (The Cleveland Foundation).   Early partners also included The George Gund Foundation, the 1525 Foundation, University Hospitals, philanthropist Peter B. Lewis and independent consultants. Each contributed ideas that helped create a unified vision for Uptown.• Highest quality design. Los Angeles architect Mehrdad Yazdani designed the new rapid transit station, which Plain Dealer architecture critic Steven Litt called “an example of how infrastructure projects can approach the level of art” (“RTA plans dramatic improvements for Cedar Hill station,” The Plain Dealer, 11/30/2008). Litt was equally effusive about San Francisco architect Stanley Saitowitz’s Uptown buildings, which “contribute powerfully to the larger urban environment” (“Modern-style buildings by architect Stanley Saitowitz give University Circle's Uptown development a new sense of place,” The Plain Dealer, 4/05/2012). Architectural Record’s Laura Raskin wrote that Uptown’s two buildings “could be monoliths, but they’re deliberately not. Clad in white, custom-extruded ribbed aluminum panels… Uptown signals Case’s continued dedication – along with that of other local institutions – to elevating design in Cleveland…” (“Street Smart: How to Create a City Within a City,” Architectural Record, October, 2012). MOCA Cleveland, designed by London-based architect Farshid Moussavi, “rises in geometric planes from a hexagonal footprint…panels of mirror-finished black stainless steel lend a smooth sheen to all of the elevations, catching reflections of the surrounding city skyline and passing traffic (“A bold new home for the Museum of Contemporary Art Cleveland,” Cochran, Samuel. Architectural Digest, 11/12/2012). • Powerful outcomes. As noted in the previous answer, Uptown has prompted further investment from area anchor institutions. In addition to the projects noted above, a development team is planning Intesa, a mix of apartments, retail and offices on land owned by Uptown partner University Circle Inc. It will include traditional apartments; more affordable, pint-size rentals called micro-suites; and 13 two-story, townhouse-style penthouses. 
	Project Description Question 1: The partners goals for the Uptown district were ambitious – but attainable:• Housing diversity. The Commodore Apartments project added below-market rate rentals to the Uptown district, while the Uptown buildings added market- and above-market rate housing for students, professionals and empty nesters. • Locally owned and national retail. Uptown welcomed the area’s only full-service, locally owned grocer, along with a mix of local and national restaurants and shops including the bookstore of Case Western Reserve University (operated by Barnes & Noble).• Signature architecture and placemaking. In addition to world-class architects Stanley Saitowitz (Uptown), Farshid Moussavi (Museum of Contemporary Art – Cleveland) and Mehrdad Yazdani (the rapid transit station), Uptown Partners engaged  James Corner of New York and Philadelphia, head of the landscape architecture firm Field Operations, to design outdoor spaces at Uptown. These included reclaiming a deserted alley between what would become Uptown and an apartment building occupied largely by graduate students. This alley now is completely incorporated as a car-free, public boulevard lined with restaurant patios, park benches and brick-paved pedestrian walkways.  • Connectivity. The district previously felt walled off from contiguous neighborhoods, including Little Italy. Uptown created a “main street” for the University Circle, CWRU and the Cleveland Institute of Art, while improving accessibility and connectivity with nearby neighborhoods, whose residents also frequent Uptown. • Leveraging of area strengths Uptown came on the heels of $200 million overhaul of Euclid Avenue by the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority, which added a new bus line connecting University Circle with downtown Cleveland.  Meanwhile the Cleveland Museum of Art had embarked on a $350 million capital campaign to dramatically modify the institution's blueprint while reorganizing and renewing the presentation of its unrivaled collection. This project is now complete. The Uptown District was designed to leverage these strengths by adding housing, retail and additional transportation improvements, making the area more accessible than ever.  • Sustainability. All buildings attained LEED status.      The housing bubble, which began in 2006 and reached a crisis point in 2008, eliminated the large developer who was originally interested, and the project was dormant for years as financing was renegotiated. Ultimately, Uptown required 25 levels of public and private financing to move forward. To facilitate progress, the project was split into two phases, planned condominiums became apartments (which lenders perceived to be a better investment), and the university agreed to subsidize retail rents in the short term so that the developer could hit the $35-per-square-foot rate lenders sought. (The market at that time would support $8 per foot.)  “It was a ‘no man’s land’ for 40 years,” explained John Wheeler, Senior Vice President for Administration at CWRU who helped move the project forward during the financial crisis. Uptown “rose out of necessity…We couldn’t tolerate what was there any longer.” 
	Project Description Question 2: Overall, nearly 2.5 million people visit University Circle each year, including 1.4 million tourists drawn to the nearby Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland Museum of Natural History and Severance Hall, home to the Cleveland Orchestra. More than 10,000 people work in University Circle at employers including Case Western Reserve University and University Hospitals of Cleveland.Meanwhile 33,000 people live in University Circle and its contiguous neighborhoods: Buckeye-Shaker, Fairfax, Glenville, Hough, Little Italy and a portion of East Cleveland. Yet these neighborhoods are among Cleveland’s poorest, with median household income below $25,000 and unemployment topping 15 percent -- more than double the rate for all of Cuyahoga County. Uptown created about 200 jobs during construction and approximately 220 permanent jobs in retail and property management operations. Uptown partners worked with the Cleveland Workforce Development Office to target hiring and job training opportunities to local and low-income residents. The area’s mix of students, professionals, visitors and residents necessitated a mixed-use, mixed-income approach that emphasized walkability and accessibility, both physical and psychological.  The District would serve as a “college town”for the nearby campus of Case Western Reserve University and also create a thriving mixed-income community, attracting renters for below-market housing at the newly renovated Commodore Apartments and above-market housing to professionals walking or biking to work nearby. It would become freshman housing for students of the Cleveland Institute of Art.  Moreover it aimed to connect nearby neighborhoods and downtown to the area through improved transportation that was attractive, welcoming and easy to use.  Uptown’s shops and restaurants would cater to everyone from hungry students to museum visitors to apartment dwellers. A locally owned, full-service grocer – a first for the area – was a must-have. Uptown has prompted further investment from area anchor institutions. These include Intesa, a mix of apartments, retail and offices on land owned by Uptown partner University Circle Inc. It will include traditional apartments; more affordable, pint-size rentals called micro-suites; and 13 two-story, townhouse-style penthouses.  Case Western Reserve has seen marked improvement in undergraduate applications, up 150 percent since 2007 and 46 percent since Uptown opened in 2012. Moreover the quality of those applicants is rising as well; the average SAT score of applicants has risen more than 60 points since 2007. The Uptown district is a huge draw for prospective students. Overall, the university is constructing or planning facilities that will add more than 970,000 square feet of academic, residential and public space to its campus. The Cleveland Institute of Art is more than halfway through a multi-million-dollar expansion and renovation that will add classroom space, a new art gallery, and a 300-seat home for Cleveland popular, nonprofit Cinematique movie theater in Uptown. 
	Project Description Question 3: The roots of this project date to 2004, when philanthropist Peter B. Lewis sponsored a design charrette on the CWRU campus to get stakeholders -- including University Hospitals, University Circle Inc., the Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland Institute of Art and local community development groups -- thinking about what was possible along dilapidated stretches of Euclid Avenue, a once-thriving area of restaurants and theaters where Lewis spent time as a boy. While ideas came and went, by 2006 stakeholders mobilized yet again to create a printed  "idea catalog" that sought community input on what residents, students and workers hoped to see in the district, which was dubbed Uptown due to its proximity from downtown Cleveland.  Shortly thereafter in 2007, newly inaugurated CWRU president Barbara R. Snyder began to pursue the project in earnest alongside Cleveland Foundation CEO Ronn Richard, whose staff was working to strengthen the impoverished neighborhoods adjacent to Uptown. Funding from the Cleveland Foundation sparked renewed dialogue and planning, including foundation and CDC research of housing, transportation, employment and education in University Circle. Coupled with data from CWRU and the Cleveland Institute of Art, which both surveyed first-year students about needs and desires, goals took shape: housing that would welcome a range of incomes within the same area; ease of transportation that would provide access for residents, commuters and others to and from Uptown; and a thriving commercial district that would welcome museum visitors, workers from nearby institutions, residents and students.  
	Project Description Question 4: The project includes the Museum of Contemporary Art-Cleveland ($27.2 million), new RTA rapid transit/bus stop ($18.5 million), renovation of the Commodore Hotel ($9 million) and the Uptown buildings phases I and II ($71.1 million). Also included are significant renovations to the Triangle Apartments owned by Case Western Reserve, which now house retail on their ground level; the creation of a pedestrian allay between Uptown and the Triangle Apartments; the creation of a Toby's Plaza, a public park and gathering space adjacent to MOCA, and studies of traffic patterns and usage.Total investment in the Uptown District tops $150 million. The district was born of a public-private-philanthropic partnership including the Cleveland Foundation, the City of Cleveland, Case Western Reserve University, University Circle Inc. (a community development corporation), and private donors. Perhaps the strongest example of this innovative partnership is evident in the Phase I financing for the Uptown buildings. The cost was $44,017,297, with the following partners contributing:   First Merit Bank (senior loan)   $8,400,000 KeyBank (senior debt)   $9,000,000 New Market Tax Credits (NMTC) Loan A (Cleveland Foundation/Gund Foundation 15 year, 2.6%  SubDebt)   $6,750,000 NMTC Loan B   $2,715,000 NMTC Loan C   $160,000 NMTC Loan D   $2,250,000 NMTC Loan E   $3,601,450 Cleveland Development Partnership II Loan   $1,500,000 City of Cleveland - VPI Direct Loan   $2,750,000 Deferred Earn Out Payable to Case Western University   $4,250,000 Release of Funded CDE Fees & Expense Reserves   $224,776 Release of Funding of Preferred Return to AJAPPJR V Reserve   $53,975 Interest on construction escrow   $6,457 Owners Equity Construction Costs   $2,355,639 
	Project Description Question 5: The key to the success of Uptown is its mixed-use approach. Students, residents, tourists and workers all feel at home. This mix creates a 24-hour vibrancy, supported by a grocery store, nightlife, easy-to-use public transportation and a range of apartments at rents below, at and above market rates. Uptown could be Brooklyn. It could be Philadelphia. But for Midwestern cities such as Cleveland, the feel of a 24-hour neighborhood is more novel. We aim for Uptown to become the norm. Our success rests with multiple stakeholders working together to connect and interweave neighborhoods rather than separate and gentrify neighborhoods. The very qualities that resonate with mixed-use districts are the same ones that attract visitors, apartment dwellers and locals.  
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	Community Rep Question 1: In 2005, the Cleveland Foundation initiated a partnership with Cleveland’s anchor institutions, local philanthropies, financial institutions, community groups, the Regional Transit Authority and the City of Cleveland, to launch the Greater University Circle (GUC) initiative. This initiative is stimulating hundreds of millions of dollars of new investment in the neighborhoods of Greater University Circle – Hough, Fairfax, Glenville, Central, Buckeye/Shaker, Little Italy and Fairfax. The goal is to turn these GUC neighborhoods (four square miles of Cleveland) into a diverse, thriving place to live, work, and visit by leveraging the economic strength of the area’s large institutions to directly benefit the lives of residents and transform the neighborhoods in which they live. The GUC initiative is one of the nations;s most comprehensive and inclusive anchor institution initiativesIn 2005, The Uptown District was identified as a priority initiative to build a 21st century community. The Cleveland Foundation has been strategically investing in the overall Uptown District by targeting resources towards key institutional expansion and relocations, transportation, accessible housing and public amenities. The Cleveland Foundation has invested more than $12,000,000 in the entire Uptown District in order to ensure that it is a world class mixed-use transit oriented district. Some of the Foundation Investments in Uptown include: - $1,000,000 grant to Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) for pre-development, streetscape improvements and public amenities for Uptown to start the planning of Uptown in 2005.- $4,000,000 Program Related Investment (PRI) for development of Phase I of Uptown- $160,000 planning grant to CWRU to begin planning for Phase II - $2,000,000 PRI for development of Phase II - $1.6 million grant to the Museum of Contemporary Art to relocate to Uptown- $1 million grant to the Cleveland Institute of Art to consolidate its facilities in the Uptown District- $150,000 grant to Maximum Accessible Housing Ohio to plan its new facility within this district- $150,000 grant to University Circle, Inc., for Living in the Circle: Strategic Investment Initiatives: Visitor’s Center and Safety Study in GUC- $120,000 planning grant to the Regional Transit Authority to relocate the 120th Street Station to this district which has resulted in $12.5 million in committed Tiger III funds to build a new station at Mayfield Road.
	Community Rep Question 2: The Uptown district was essential to improve retail and housing options in the central core of Greater University Circle and on the campus of Case Western Reserve University. There were two major issues that needed to be addressed:1. Single Destination District: Prior to Uptown, University Circle was primarily a single destination district- Visitors or workers came to one institution and went home. Uptown changed the game - making it a multi-destination district (where people come and do many things on foot). It is also now a district where people choose to live close to where they work. To accomplish this, the Foundation's strategy was to partner with CRWU and others and to focus our investments on the "whole district" not just one project. We also put design resources in early to assist in bringing the highest quality planning and design to the district. 2. Barriers to Access and Community Needs: With the whole district approach described above, we were able to partner with CWRU and others to ensure that inclusion, mixed income and community access was paramount:- We helped with early design needs of Maximum Accessible Housing - who serves residents with the highest needs to re-build a facility and remain in the district- we have ensured that mixed-income and low income housing projects were newly constructed and remain in the district -even as the newer higher income rental was planned-- we funded early planning to integrate and prioritize transit - resulting in the leveraging of Cleveland Bus Rapid transit line and building a new red-line transit station  - which has reduced reliance on automobiles and changed the way people use transit - we anchored the district with arts organizations such as the Cleveland Institute of Art and the Museum of Contemporary Art to create vibrancy and  24-7  life - student housing is integrated with the market rate housing in the district - and maybe, most importantly, we assisted CWRU in the attraction of a grocery store (the only grocery store in the six adjacent low- income neighborhoods - which is a food desert)
	Community Rep Question 3: For residents, Uptown has brought much-needed transportation improvements that make public transit more accessible and inviting than ever before. Residents can shop locally for fruits and vegetables at a full-service grocer, rather than a high-priced convenience store. They have more choices for housing and retail. For workers and visitors, Uptown transformed University Circle from a single-stop destination to a vibrant neighborhood that invites workers to grab a meal with coworkers or friends and museum visitors to dine, shop and stay for other entertainment. For University Circle as a whole, Uptown reversed a decades-long cycle of disinvestment, replacing vacant lots and under-used commercial space with a livable, walkable, welcoming neighborhood that bustles with activity 24 hours a day. For local institutions, Uptown helped forged a powerful collaboration that continues. Leaders in Cleveland truly understand that the health of University Circle is integrally tied to the vitality of its adjacent neighborhoods. Institutions cannot thrive while their surrounding neighborhoods wither. Uptown created about 200 jobs during construction and approximately 220 permanent jobs in retail and property management operations. Uptown partners worked with the Cleveland Workforce Development Office to target hiring and job training opportunities to local and low-income residents. 
	Community Rep Question 4: This was one of the most collaborative and innovative partnerships that I know of.  This kind of world class district can only develop as a result of the collaboration and leadership that we have working together in Cleveland. I, truly, would not change anything about the process. Currently, we are focused on leveraging the impact of Uptown for the benefit of the surrounding neighborhoods. 
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	Public Agency Question 1: The revitalization of University Circle and the surrounding neighborhoods plays a central role in the economic development strategy of Cleveland Mayor Frank G. Jackson. As a member of the Greater University Circle Initiative, the City pledged to work with local anchor institutions including Cleveland Clinic, University Hospitals, Case Western Reserve University and Cleveland Foundation to spur development and economic inclusion in this vital area.  As a group, we recognized that this critical neighborhood had no sense of place.  There were thousands of institutional employees and students, but it was not a walkable neighborhood accessible to all.The Uptown project sought to fill the need of creating a sense of place.  We recognized that the completion of the Health Line bus rapid transit (BRT) system that connects University Circle to downtown would be a vital link for this community.  As the project was coming together in 2008, amidst the growing crisis in commercial lending, the City recognized that lenders’ concerns about the growing recession had created a large gap in this critical project.  The city could contribute in ways that banks could not; we could assume more risk. Overall, Cleveland contributed $5 million dollars to Uptown through our Vacant Property Initiative (a loan and forgivable loan program designed to help owners or buyers of vacant or underutilized commercial property with renovation and/or new construction projects, bringing sites back to productive use). This combination of deferred low interest loans and forgivable loans were utilized with the goal of new jobs, a variety of housing for people at different income levels, ready access to transportation, the end of a food desert and creation of a walkable and transit-oriented  neighborhood.  We also required various community benefits to hire minority, female and small business subcontractors and to utilize Cleveland residents as well as low income residents  on the construction project.  The City also provided capital dollars to create an alley-way of sustainable materials that traverses the area, creating an intimate walkway amongst retail as well as opening into a large gathering area critical to the sense of community.   Our involvement  underscored our support of public-private partnerships.  Our role was not only to provide gap financing, but also to develop new uses of capital funds and support walkable communities.  The work here is replicable and we have used this approach in other areas of the City since the Uptown project showed that this concept is viable.   
	Public Agency Question 2: An attractive, walkable, welcoming mixed-use district was the goal of Uptown, where residents and workers faced a dearth of retail of any sort, limited housing availability and poor access to public transit. Moreover, the area was deserted by 5 p.m. Residents feared gentrification. Workers feared traffic congestion and parking problems. Uptown stakeholders worked hard to collect input from the community including a number of community meetings.  Issues around parking, noise, the retail mix, a lack of grocery options in the area were all addressed in the plans for the project.  As a result of these discussions, our stakeholder group worked together with the developer to accomplish the goals established by residents in surrounding neighborhood as well as the University community.  We knew that residents lacked access to fresh fruit and vegetables, so we worked hard to attract the first grocery store to the area. The City provided additional funding to the grocer to reduce their costs by providing funds for equipment.  We knew that affordable, desirable housing was in short supply, so we worked closely with partners to support the renovation of the nearby Commodore motel, which was renovated to become attractive, federally subsidized apartments.  The City also worked with the developer to encourage not only national chain restaurants, but also local entrepreneurs.  Locally owned restaurants were provided low interest financing up to $40,000 to assist with their new ventures in Uptown.  We aimed for mixed-use in the truest sense of the word: doctors living amongst students, residents, and visitors. It is the same composition you find in Brooklyn, or Chicago, or Philadelphia. We didn’t have that before Uptown. The City also required the developer to implement a Community Benefits Agreement that required the developer to hire Minority, Female and Certified Small Businesses as subcontractors on the construction project and required 20% of construction hours to go to Cleveland residents and at least 4% of those hours to low income Cleveland residents.  This helped increase the benefit of the project to the local community.  The only trade off was some zoning variances required as our code required more parking.  We supported less parking as this is a walkable, transit-oriented community.  
	Public Agency Question 3: We have created a mixed-use rental market where none previously existed. Moreover, we fostered demand. Uptown residential units in Phase I were 70 percent leased within a month of opening. Phase II units were 100 percent leased when the building opened.  In August 2014, we opened a new $18.5 million rapid-transit stop, which includes better access for pedestrians and people with disabilities.Uptown also has prompted further investment in the area , including Intesa --  a planned mix of apartments, retail and offices on land owned by the local CDC, University Circle Inc. that will include traditional apartments, efficiencies and two-story penthouses, all within one structure, as well as One University Circle, a new construction 19-story apartment building . Case Western Reserve is adding more than 970,000 square feet of academic, residential and public space to its campus, including a newly opened student center that is open to the public.  Surrounding retail in the area that had been vacant for some time has now come alive with new retail tenants, adding new restaurants and entertainment venues to the area.  Five new venues are already open with more underway.  The City of Cleveland is also vacating the third district police station after an new station was built just down the road,  and is putting out an RFP by year-end for the highest and best use development plan for the former site that will be available in 2015.  Uptown is also hosting a variety of community events, such as free summer concerts, large convergences of bicyclists that ride to the neighborhood and partake of the many retail and restaurant options.  Residents, students, workers and even tourists are now attending these events.Case Western Reserve University has increased their enrollment without reducing the caliber of the new students.  This is a result of the new Uptown “College Town” atmosphere that students and parents feel when they now visit the campus.  This is important to our community as we need these students to support our growing economy.  The area has been transformed into a walkable, transit-oriented urban district. 
	Public Agency Question 4: In many public-private partnerships I have seen across the country, the government part of the partnership is limited to just providing some funding.  The project must fit into the cookie cutter mold that is the funding source, even though the funds may not really be restricted and the restrictions are more the government’s office unwillingness to change from something they have managed for years.  I believe that government should be a good partner that is flexible and creative. The Department of Economic Development led the way in this effort but really had to work with other departments to help them understand the importance of this initiative and to make sure that construction was not delayed due to inspections being delayed. In addition, the use of permeable pavers for a publicly owned area was new to the City and therefore took longer for approval.   Using the alley “right of way” as pedestrian-only caused some issues for the fire department, which had to be resolved with the assistance of Economic Development who had to show that fire trucks could drive into the area but that in general, it was pedestrian only. While I wish these issues were easier, I think they established new protocols that have allowed the use of new products and new designs to be implemented in other projects.  This interaction on the Uptown project also created a close working relationship between departments.  The strength of these relationships helped us weather challenges along the way. We were the proving ground, and that role is never easy. But we held onto our momentum, even as the financial crisis forced us to retrench and start over with financing. We believe that Uptown is a great example of what can be accomplished through public-private partnerships.  The strength and diversity of stakeholders on this project, and the creativity and flexibility of government financing to move a project that has impact in so many ways, is a great example for other communities across the country. We believe this project is replicable anywhere with the right partners and with creative thinkers leading the way for positive change.  
	Public Agency Question 5: The most successful aspect of the project is the creation of a new walkable, transit-oriented neighborhood.  This is evident to anyone as you walk through the area.
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	Developer Question 1: MRN Ltd. was engaged from 2007, when University Circle’s anchor institutions gathered local foundations and other stakeholders to discuss ideas for a tract of underutilized land on Euclid Avenue – gateway to University Circle, the neighborhood of Little Italy and the campuses of Case Western Reserve University and the Cleveland Institute of Art. The area was adjacent to the Circle’s cultural institutions and hospitals. And it was a crossroads for contiguous neighborhoods entering downtown Cleveland. Stakeholders had witnessed what MRN had accomplished on Cleveland’s East 4th Street, an alley of deserted storefronts in downtown Cleveland that we transformed into a bustling dining and entertainment district fronted by locally owned restaurants and local and national clubs such as the House of Blues Cleveland. With Uptown, stakeholders sought a broader transformation that was mixed-use, mixed-income and architecturally inspiring. Entertainment and dining would play a vital role, but housing, retail and transportation considerations would share equal billing. Early conversations of what “could be” were compelling. MRN was thrilled to enter a powerful partnership including community foundations, the university, the City of Cleveland and community development corporation University Circle Inc. In mid-2008, after several years of stakeholder meetings and the formulation of a shared vision, MRN unveiled plans for a multi-phase residential and retail project. At that time, developer Nathan Zaremba partnered with MRN to build condominiums and apartments, while MRN would oversee apartments, restaurants and retail. Within months these plans were derailed by the sudden collapse of the housing market and subsequent restrictions on commercial lending. Zaremba dropped out of the project, and MRN went back to the drawing board. What emerged two years later was different, but no less impactful. MRN became the solo developer, eliminating condominiums in favor of apartments (which were easier to finance), and downsizing the initial first phase of the development from five-story buildings to three stories.  Yet the essence of the project remained intact: housing, retail, restaurants, and mixed-use neighborhood connecting University Circle’s institutions and neighborhoods. The partnership envisioned a diverse district where people of all ages, incomes and professions enjoyed 24-hour activity.The Uptown buildings were the centerpiece of a new district that included the Museum of Contemporary Art-Cleveland, thoughtful creation of community and green space, the redevelopment of nearby retail (particularly an area adjacent to Uptown, in front of apartment buildings filled with university graduate students) and mixed-income housing available for singles, families and seniors. 
	Developer Question 2: There were several:• We split the project into phases• We lowered the square footage of Phase I, allowing us to secure financing. • We swapped a drugstore (which backed out amidst the commercial lending crash) with a grocery store, which ultimately proved a far more significant tenant.• We eliminated condominiums (which must be pre-sold) in favor of apartments• We became the sole developer as opposed to one of two, requiring MRN to assume far greater risk. • Instead of purchasing land upfront, MRN bought land for the project from Case Western Reserve and University Circle Inc. as needed for each phase of the project – another way to make the development financially feasible. • We relied upon 25 levels of financing for Phase I. This was incredibly complex, but necessary to complete the project in the commercial lending climate of the time.Despite the list above, I hesitate to call these items “compromises.” Ultimately, the approach taken by MRN and our partners benefitted the project by enhancing its profitability and success, particularly related to apartments and the grocer.  
	Developer Question 3: Many loans featured flexible and non-traditional financing terms, including lower-than-market interest, longer-than-standard periods for interest-only payments and are subordinate to first mortgage loans from banks including Key Bank and First Merit Bank. New Market Tax Credit financing was provided by Enterprise Community Investment, Cleveland Development Advisors, and JPKey Community Development Corp. Additional subordinate financing was provided by the City of Cleveland and the Village Capital Corp. CONSTRUCTION SOURCES for Uptown Building– Phase I, $44,017,297   First Merit Bank (senior loan)   $8,400,000 KeyBank (senior debt)   $9,000,000 New Market Tax Credits (NMTC) Loan A (Cleveland Foundation/Gund Foundation 15 year, 2.6%  SubDebt)   $6,750,000 NMTC Loan B   $2,715,000 NMTC Loan C   $160,000 NMTC Loan D   $2,250,000 NMTC Loan E   $3,601,450 Cleveland Development Partnership II Loan   $1,500,000 City of Cleveland - VPI Direct Loan   $2,750,000 Deferred Earn Out Payable to Case Western University   $4,250,000 Release of Funded CDE Fees & Expense Reserves   $224,776 Release of Funding of Preferred Return to AJAPPJR V Reserve   $53,975 Interest on construction escrow   $6,457 Owners Equity Construction Costs   $2,355,639 CONSTRUCTION SOURCES for Uptown Building – Phase II, $27,107,476    Huntington Bank    $6,031,875 New Markets Tax Credit Loan A Huntington   $8,018,125 NMTC Loan B (Cleveland Foundation)   $2,000,000 NMTC Loan C (Equity)   $4,175,875 Cleveland International Fund (Corner Alley TI)   $5,000,000 Huntington Bank - direct loan garage   $870,000 Developer Equity   $1,011,601 
	Developer Question 4: The least successful aspects of the project are:• The failure of one restaurant. One of our very first tenants – an Asian fusion restaurant – failed. It received favorable reviews, yet foot traffic was poor. While it is impossible to predict consumers’ tastes, I aim to support the success of our tenants in whatever way possible. Therefore I personally regret the restaurant’s failure. We were able to quickly bring in another tenant – locally owned and featuring locally grown produce. MRN is working closely with this tenant to foster success.• A slow start for the grocer. Because the apartments were filling as construction progressed – and people were still becoming aware that a grocery store had arrived in the district -- we did not have the foot traffic we wanted initially. This has since improved dramatically.  My list of “mosts” is lengthy:• Created a new rental market. The first phase was 100 percent leased (including 114 apartments) by May, 2013 (less than a year after it opened). Phase II – 43 apartments -- was 100 percent leased by July 30, 2014, a full month before it officially opened.   Success has prompted other developers to pursue two additional apartment projects in district, including more moderately priced units – giving Uptown a full range of price points.  • Dorms. Uptown Phase II welcomed 130 Cleveland Institute of Art (CIA) students to apartments specifically designed for them: high ceilings, plenty of light, and in-suite work areas able to accommodate four drafting tables and art supplies. CIA President Grafton Nunes credits Uptown for strengthening the school’s ability to lure top students from competitors, such as the Art Institute of Chicago. • Entertainment. Phase II includes a downtown bowling alley (17 lanes, 22,000 square feet). I can imagine families wanting to come to University Circle’s museums and then going to bowl at the Corner Alley. I also expect the Corner Alley to attract students and professionals who work nearby. It creates a socially engaged neighborhood.• Partnerships. Uptown boasted incredible community support and partnerships throughout the development process. By having the foundations, the university and the citizen constituents all looking at this project together, we made it much more oriented to the neighborhood and consumers than it would have been if we’d developed it alone.
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	Archtiect Question 1: Uptown in Cleveland is the creation of a new center, a main street for Case Western University and Cleveland Clinic. Architecture’s role here is to build a piece of city, and a common language and palette of materials repeat on the buildings in the tradition of great cities like Paris and London, where continuous architecture crates the fabric of a district. The language is derived from the large scale historic perforated skin buildings of downtown Cleveland, merged with the townhouse fabric of nearby neighborhoods. The elements are bold perforated horizontal and vertical punctured windows, and ribbed aluminum planks, alternating in vertical and horizontal directions which create the townhouse scale. The façades of the buildings are gridded and perforated, and recall Downtown Cleveland for Uptown, the new center at the hub of the most vital part of contemporary Cleveland.
	Archtiect Question 2: A segment of Euclid Ave between Ford Ave and 115th Street is anchored by two new cultural institutions, the Museum of Contemporary Art - Cleveland (MOCA) on the west and the Cleveland Institute of Art (CIA) on the east. Linking these two pivots are four new urban fabric buildings that contain commercial, retail and entertainment, with housing above. Two completed buildings line Euclid Ave and sweep around the corners, making a new urban intersection at 115th Street, unfolding to connect to the CIA. This form establishes a counterpoint to University Circle at the MOCA end of the site, and demarcates the new urban district, Uptown.The building on the south side of Euclid Ave has commercial space lining the street, with parking on two levels at the rear.  The commercial space houses a Barnes and Noble Bookstore, the entry lobby to the residences above is at a gateway which perforates the slab, and a grocery store which wraps around the corner onto 115th Street. Above are residences. Numerous types, ranging from one to three bedroom units, are structured in layers.  From a double loaded central hallway, service bars are established on either side, connected to the habitable spaces on the outer walls. Three common area courtyards puncture the perforated façade.  Across the street is a complimentary building which forms a pedestrian alley, a new pedestrian street, together with existing CWRU residence buildings, which have new commercial programs added at their base. The Euclid building is transparent and perforated, with four restaurants which connect the alley to the main street. The functions of the alley focus on food and beverage.  This building on the north side of Euclid has student rental apartments, structured in a similar way to the ones across the street, but more compact. Several communal outdoor courts perforate the façade. At the end of the alley a gateway under the buildings connects to entry of CIA. The commercial bases on both sides of the street are transparent, perforated and light. Phase ll is twice the height of Phase l, but retains the scale by folding the same architectural elements of perforated aluminum clad walls over three recessed glass voids which are treated as more neutral zones. Turning the corner at Ford Ave is a large urban gesture of a gateway, supported by a three story column, as a counterpoint to MOCA. This section of the building contains Corner Alley Bowling, with market rate apartments above. The other half of the building has restaurants, a bank along Euclid Ave, and student residences for CIA above.
	Archtiect Question 3: Initially I proposed a series of five-story apartments on the south side of Euclid Avenue. Budget constraints prompted by a tight lending environment sent us back to the drawing board for more modest plans that, ultimately, still achieved our original goals.   
	Archtiect Question 4: As noted above,the façades of the buildings are gridded and perforated -- recalling Downtown Cleveland for Uptown.Our firm's work is New Urbanist in the real sense, not in the sense of rocking chairs on the porch, but in the sense of modern architecture building the city. I think that’s what architecture is about - building the city.It’s not about the individual pieces.


